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ABSTRACT

We present a web interface for large-scale semantic search
using a musically customized word embedding in the back-
end. The musical word embedding represents artist en-
tities, track entities, tags, and ordinary words in a single
vector space. It is learned based on the affinity between
the words and the entities using a wide spectrum of text
data including Wikipedia, music review, and music tags.
The system can allows users to type a query within 9.8M
vocabulary words in the musical word embedding. It also
supports a multi-query blending function using a semantic
averaging of the queries to provide more refined search.

1. INTRODUCTION

Music search is an essential feature in streaming music ser-
vices where users can readily access to large-scale music
tracks. However, current music services mainly provide
query-by-metadata which retrieves songs by artist, album,
or track information. In order to broaden the scope of
search query, semantic music search based on query-by-
tag has been actively studied in the music information re-
trieval (MIR) community [1]. Semantic music search al-
lows users to find songs using music related terms such
as genre or mood. However, the majority of the previous
works tackled it as a classification problem which allows
only a limited number of tags.

Word embedding is a natural language processing
(NLP) technique that represents a large set of vocabulary
in a vector space such that semantically similar words are
located closely and dissimilar ones are far apart. This
opened up the possibility of associating audio with word
through the mapping of their embedding spaces [2–4]. Re-
cently, word embedding has been customized to include
more music context using music tags, music review along
with Wikipedia [5]. This approach extended the type of
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Figure 1. System architecture for Million Song Search.

query to ordinary words in various music listening con-
texts.

Million Song Search is a web-based semantic music
search system using the musical word embedding in the
back-end 1 2 . To design this system, we also upgraded the
musical word embedding by including artist names and ti-
tle names as semantic words. This updated musical word
embedding allows users to type a query within 9.8M vo-
cabulary words. The system also supports a multi-query
blending function using a semantic averaging across differ-
ent types of word terms (e.g., artist, track, tag, and general
words) to provide more refined search.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The power of the proposed web-based semantic search sys-
tem is attributed to musical word embedding where ev-
ery word (including artist or track IDs) is represented as a

1 We used the term “Million” because the artist and track information
was obtained from Million Song Dataset (MSD) [6]. But, it also means
that the system allows a large set of semantic query words.

2 http://millionsongsearch.kaist.ac.kr/



Figure 2. Million Song Search interface for mellow beat rnb query. Users can search over various musical words (e.g. tag,
artist, track, etc.) from the semantic space.

dense vector and similarity scores between all word combi-
nations can be calculated. Therefore, the system can take
natural language-like queries. If the query has multiple
words, the embedding vectors of the words are averaged
and a similarity score between the query and other words
is then calculated. The search results will be shown on the
web interface panel. We show the results in three ranked
lists for tags, artists, and tracks (see Figure 1). Therefore,
the system can retrieve similar tag, artist, and track list for
any type of query words. We used the following three sub-
modules for building the web interface system.

Meta Identifier. The first module, meta identifier deter-
mines whether words in a query belong to an tag, artist,
and track. If there exists the same name across tags, artists,
and tracks, then it is difficult for the system to understand
the user’s intention. To solve this problem, we provide an
auto-complete feature that allows the user to select the in-
tended one. If the word does not belongs to tag, artist, or
track, then it is regarded as a general word.

Semantic Search. The second module, semantic search
is based on Musical Word Embedding. This model is
trained with Wikipedia, Amazon album review, AllMu-
sic tags, Last.fm tags, and artist/track IDs from the MSD
dataset [6]. The entire collection provides 9.8M unique
general words, 2,201 tags, 37,002 artists, and 0.7M tracks
for the embedding space. We can then retrieve all items in
this space by measuring the similarity score between the
two items. We visualize a UMAP plot of the embedding
space in Figure 3. We can see that they are mixed well,
which makes various search scenarios possible.

Query by Tag, Artist, and Track. The last module pro-
vides a click interaction from the search results. Once the
search results are displayed, users may want to explore fur-
ther through the searched items. In this case, when the
users click on one of the searched items, a new page of
search results is presented based on the new query. This
feature helps users keep finding similar music.

Figure 3. UMAP visualization of tag, artist, track embed-
ding vectors in musical word embedding. We can see that
they blend well. And, this makes the cross-search possible.

3. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

We propose a web interface Million Song Search that sup-
ports semantic music search using musical word embed-
ding. The system has a feature that quantifies the search
experience of users. As future work, we will collect
queries, query sequences, and listening time of users, and
evaluate the user satisfactions of query-by-text task. Also,
we plan to use the user query for active learning.
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